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The Expanding Regulation of Central Valley
Farmers by the Sacramento Corps District
In the years following Borden Ranch Partnership v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, regulation of
certain farming activities in jurisdictional wetlands has become unclear for farmers in California’s
Central Valley. This article analyzes the regulation of “deep ripping” in vernal pools under §404 of
the Clean Water Act.
By B. Demar Hooper

F

ifteen years ago, California farmers were forced to
acknowledge that the 2001 Borden Ranch Partnership v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 1 case required
Clean Water Act (CWA) §404 compliance when deep ripping occurred in “jurisdictional wetlands.”2 In practice,
agricultural activities that did not involve deep ripping
remained exempt from §404 as “normal farming activities.” In recent years, however, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (the Corps) and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in California have increasingly
moved toward greater regulation of any plowing (discing, chiseling, harrowing, etc.) in regulated wetlands. For
farmers, this increased regulation has led to expensive and
time-consuming Corps investigations with the potential
of fines and enforcement actions hanging over farmers’
heads. This article explores the regulatory authority being
cited for the agencies’ position, and the implications for
agricultural practices.
Although agency regulations and most of the cases cited
herein apply throughout the country, the California focus
is attributable to the geologic and soil properties of “vernal pools,” an unusual wetland type found along the edges
of the California Central Valley, the roughly 400-milelong feature running from Redding to Bakersfield, and the
source of most of California’s agricultural bounty. According to the EPA website:
Vernal pools are seasonal depressional wetlands that occur
under the Mediterranean climate conditions of the West Coast
and in glaciated areas of northeastern and midwestern states.
They are covered by shallow water for variable periods from
winter to spring, but may be completely dry for most of the
summer and fall.3

Farm properties throughout California’s Central Valley, including those with vernal pools, are routinely
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plowed or disced to prepare for planting, to aerate, to
minimize erosion, for firebreaks, and for numerous other
agricultural reasons. For decades since the 1972 passage
of the CWA, plowing at existing farms has been considered exempt as “normal farming.” The recent trend to
require §404 permit authorization for plowing is therefore of great concern to farmers.
What is Happening at the Sacramento Corps District?
The Corps’ Sacramento District territory includes the Central Valley of California, most of Nevada, Utah, and western Colorado. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit, whose jurisdiction includes California, held in
Borden Ranch that when deep ripping destroys underlying
impervious soil or rock layers that create surface wetland
conditions, CWA §404 requires Corps authorization. 4 At
Borden Ranch, the ripping was done with “four- to sevenfoot long metal prongs . . . dragged through the soil.” The
opinion specifically noted that, “The ripper gouges through
the restrictive layer,” and that “activities that destroy the
ecology of a wetland are not immune from the Clean
Water Act merely because they do not involve the introduction of material brought in from somewhere else.” The
court agreed with the Corps’ allegation that the Plaintiff
“has essentially poked a hole in the bottom of protected
wetlands . . . by ripping up the bottom layer of soil,” so
that “the water that was trapped can now drain out.” The
decision said nothing, however, about less-intrusive agricultural operations in which soil penetration is substantially less than four feet.
In Borden Ranch, the deep ripping was apparently the
first such land alteration. Both the Corps and EPA, however, have initiated enforcement—administrative and civil
litigation—where the farmer defendants claimed that the
land had been previously ripped, sometimes for decades.
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In an Environmental
without §404 authoAppeals Board (EAB)
rization. Finally, the
administrative deciletters contain a list of
sion,5 the EAB held
requested information
that “over twenty acres
about the activity and
of wetlands persisted
an admonition to proon Respondent’s farm
vide that information
fields at the time of his
“within 30 days of
deep ripping, despite
the date of this letter,”
the fact that the prior
and that the informalandowner had deep
tion “may be provided
ripped the wetlands
in any enforcement
previously.” In another
action that results
case, EPA sued a farmfrom this investigation
ing company for deep
. . . .” Unfortunately,
ripping land despite
the letter-of-inquiry
numerous deep ripapproach is not tied to
ping episodes having
any Corps procedural
occurred from the
requirements. Once
1950s into the 1980s.6 Image 1: Aerial photo of the Sacramento Valley showing inundated farmland the farmer provides
The agencies appear after a storm, January 2005. Photo Credit: B. Demar Hooper.
that
information,
perfectly comfortable
there is no clear date
with the paradoxical concept that sometimes deep ripping for Corps resolution of the matter, so it can stay unsettled
destroys wetlands, and sometimes it does not.
for years. In the meantime, ongoing farming activities such
Despite these extensions of the Borden Ranch decision as crop financing and property transactions are seriously
to properties having already been deep ripped, the Corps constrained. The Corps has even notified potential buyers
has generally continued to treat plowing and discing as that an investigation is underway. The only time limit on
exempt from §404 when they were part of an “established the process is the five-year statute of limitations for initiatfarming operation.” That traditional position appears to ing §404 enforcement litigation.
be eroding in the Sacramento District Corps office. Citing
The implications for California farmers are daunting.
regulatory ambiguity about what constitutes an “estab- Farmers face a perilous choice between expense and delay
lished” farming operation, the Sacramento District Corps to secure permits, or Corps enforcement proceedings, with
office claims that reliance on the exemption requires attendant penalties, if they choose to plow without first
essentially uninterrupted farming. In the District’s inter- consulting the Corps. Is the Sacramento District Corps
pretation, failure to plow annually means that farming is office merely applying a reasonable interpretation to the
no longer “ongoing,” and therefore bars reliance on the regulations? Or is it abusing its discretion by regulating
“farming exemption.” Such simple plowing and discing beyond the scope of its authority?
across wetlands is therefore subject to §404 authority.
Based on its conclusion, any soil-disrupting activity in What Do the Regulations Say?
jurisdictional wetlands results in a discharge and, without The Corps’ policy on “farming exemption” is set out in
regulation under the title “Discharges not requiring per§404 authorization, is prohibited by the CWA.
Over a dozen examples have occurred up and down the mits.”7 The first category of activities “not prohibited by
Central Valley. In some cases, they are formal enforcement or otherwise subject to regulation under section 404” is
actions initiated with Corps “cease and desist” letters. In “Normal farming, silviculture and ranching activities,”
many other cases, the Corps procedure is novel, involving which include “plowing, seeding, cultivating, minor
“letters of inquiry” generally explaining that the Corps has drainage, and harvesting for the production of food, fiber,
received a report of unauthorized activity, and requesting and forest products, or upland soil and water conservation
information regarding that activity. The letters explain practices . . .” On its face, this provision declares that
that the Corps “has opened an investigation” to determine CWA §404 does not apply to normal farming activities,
whether the activity should be regulated and occurred including plowing.
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The regulations clarify that this exempt category only
Applying the Corps’ own regulations and memoranda,
8
applies to “established (i.e., on-going) farming.” Although plowing and discing do not result in hydrological modifithe regulation does not specifically define “established,”, cations, and thus do not trigger the farming exemption’s
it does define when an operation is no longer established: “established operation” clause when they occur after periods
“An operation ceases to be established when the area on of non-use. The 1990 memorandum supports this concluwhich it was conducted has been converted to another use sion, noting that, “the resumption of agricultural producor has lain idle so long that modifications to the hydrologi- tion in areas laying fallow as part of a normal rotational
cal regime are necessary [emphasis added] to resume opera- cycle are considered to be part of an established operation
tions.” This implies that farmers do not need to plow their and would be exempted under §404(f).”
property annually to keep the exemption. Factors such as
The most that the Sacramento Corps may reasonably
drought, unfavorable market prices, simple crop rotation or argue is that plowing on wetlands that have never before
periodically leaving fields fallow are part of normal farm- been plowed or farmed does not qualify for the farming
ing. Once farming has begun at a property, the exemption exemption. As the EPA website explains, “Activities that
applies unless the interruption of farming lasts so long that bring a wetland into farming production where the wetno further agricultural activity can occur without modify- land has not previously been used for farming [emphasis
ing the hydrological regime.
added] . . . require a permit.”10 That is a difficult case to
That clarification leads to the question: What constitutes make in most parts of California. Before the arrival of
a modification to the hydrological regime? Fortunately, the European settlers, California grasslands were dominated
agencies have already spoken on this issue. The Corps and by native perennial bunchgrass. Historic farming after
EPA issued a memorandum on
1848 statehood (plowing and
May 3, 1990, regarding “Clean
planting grain crops) eliminated
Water Act Regulatory Program
bunchgrass and replaced it with
“An additional area of
and Agricultural Activities.”9 It
Mediterranean annual plants,
concern for California
includes an extensive analysis
such as Italian ryegrass and oats.
and discussion of “normal farmIn the late 1800s, wheat domifarmers involves Corps
ing.” The memorandum explains
California farmland and
regulation of new uses of nated
that hydrological modifications
was grown throughout the state,
are “modifications to the surface former rice-growing land.” but particularly in the Central
or groundwater flow.”
Valley.11 Put another way, sites
The solution to this quandary
that are not dominated by native
therefore comes down to whether plowing or discing mod- bunchgrass were almost certainly historically farmed.
ifies surface or groundwater flow. Many farming activities If simple plowing would now allow the reestablishment
do modify surface or groundwater flow. For example, land of agricultural production, that activity appears to fall
grading or planing changes elevation contours to reroute squarely under the farming exemption.
surface flows. Farmers often create “V-ditches” in their
It’s difficult to see any defensible reason for the Sacfields to direct drainage, thereby modifying flows. As dis- ramento District Corps to initiate §404 enforcement
cussed above, federal case law has established that deep actions for plowing in wetlands that have been previously
ripping can break underground hydrologic barriers, modi- farmed. The Sacramento District may be the only Corps
fying groundwater flow from lateral to vertical.
district in the nation that has adopted this approach, but,
Simple plowing and discing, however, are not designed to nonetheless, is holding firmly to its interpretation despite
have any of the above results. They make micro-topographic the lack of clear regulatory authority, and without regard
changes by lofting soil in place with de minimus effect on to its own historic approach of treating plowing in wetsurface flows, either flow direction or flow quantity. This lands as exempt. There are certainly no new regulations
is because vernal pool wetlands in California agricultural relevant to normal farming that would lend support for
fields are depressional and frequently located on essentially these recent investigations and enforcement actions.
flat topography where they temporarily detain rainfall. As
An additional area of concern for California farmers
a result, most of these wetlands have minimal or no dis- involves Corps regulation of new uses of former ricecernable flow. Similarly, surface plowing is not deep enough growing land. Some of the Sacramento District’s “investo disrupt underlying restrictive soils such as “hardpan” or tigation” letters have been sent to owners of former rice
“claypan,” and therefore has no effect on groundwater flow. land. Rice land must be relatively f lat, and able to hold
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irrigation water throughout the six-month growing season. Water demand depends on soil permeability, varying
from site to site. In the Sacramento Corps’ view, if underlying soils are sufficiently tight to allow rice growing, the
site must be wetland. Conversions of rice land to orchard,
where deep ripping is required, are particularly suspect to
the Corps. Thus, the absence of scientifically described
“hydric” soils on former rice land has not stopped such
Corps investigations.
California farmers are hopeful that Corps Headquarters
will step in to resolve this issue. Farmers and farm advocacy groups throughout the nation meanwhile are watching nervously in fear that this approach will spread to
other Corps districts. So far, despite apparent Sacramento
District innovations, Corps Headquarters has indicated
it will not step in until a site-specific matter has worked
through the District and the South Pacific Division levels. Until then, Headquarters intends to give its Districts
broad discretion. In the meantime, California wetland
consultants and practitioners should evaluate proposed
agricultural land use conversions carefully, particularly if
deep ripping is required. Evidence of past ripping will not
protect farmers from Corps or EPA enforcement if those
agencies believe that jurisdictional wetland still remains.
More invidious is the potential for enforcement for
simple discing, even when U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) offices have identified crop allocations on
the property. Risk seems highest for previously delineated
property. Even when delineations are decades old and have
expired, or were performed without the benefit of analysis
from recent U.S. Supreme Court decisions such as Rapanos
v. United States 12 or even Solid Waste Agency of Northern
Cook County v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,13 the Corps
is likely to use those old delineations as baseline wetland
information. Where cropping has been interrupted for
whatever reason, the Corps is more likely to consider that
farming is no longer “ongoing,” and thus activities may
not rely on the farming exemptions.
Prudent measures in those situations involve preparing
what amounts to a private “administrative record,” documenting the extent and continuity of farming practices and
carefully analyzing whether any remaining wetland features
meet the Rapanos “significant nexus” test. In normal cases,
property due diligence for agricultural land focuses on soil
productivity and, where appropriate, suggestions for reducing drainage or tight soils to increase crop production. Such
recommendations rely on USDA resources and site chemical
testing. As important as these factors may be, the regulatory
oversight of the Corps and EPA are now additional factors
to be considered before consummating a sale.
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Conclusion
While the issues discussed above appear to be limited to
California (at least for now), the Corps and EPA have, at a
national level, issued additional—and sometimes inconsistent—regulatory guidance addressing ripping and related
agricultural land manipulation. In attempting to regulate
non-ripping soil manipulation, a joint agency memorandum listing exempt agricultural activities was published
in 2014 in connection with the new “waters of the United
States” (WOTUS) rule.14 It listed plowing as exempt, but
noted that the exemption did not extend to deep ripping or
to chiseling. Chiseling only occurs to depths of from one
to two feet, but was grouped with deep ripping as not eligible for exemption. Subsequent federal court actions have
stayed the effect of the WOTUS rule,15 and so, for now,
that expansion of Borden Ranch lacks regulatory authority.
It does indicate, however, the direction that the Corps and
EPA prefer to take.
The agencies have not always pursued the regulatory
expansion described above. In contrast to that direction, a
1996 Corps memorandum regarding CWA exemptions for
deep ripping activities in wetland described circumstances:
. . . where activities such as deep-ripping and related activities are a standard practice of an established on-going farming
operation. For example, in parts of the Southeast, where there
are deep soils having a high clay content, mechanized farming
practices can lead to the compaction of the soil below the soil
surface. It may be necessary to break up, on a regular although
not annual basis, these restrictive layers. . . . Such activities. . .
can sometimes occur to depths greater than 16 inches.16

The guidance essentially found deep ripping exempt
for a geographic segment of the United States (the Southeast), rather than simply identifying criteria by which
this guidance could be applied to any American location.
Central Valley farmers would be pleased to explain the
similarities of their soils with those in the Southeast, but
the Corps and EPA remain convinced that Central Valley soils underlain by clay do not qualify for exemption
regardless of how often they have been previously deep
ripped. Farmers throughout the country will be watching
this California issue develop. If the Sacramento District
approach is endorsed by Corps Headquarters, watch for
its extension into a field near you.
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